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Most of you know thit LMSCE uses 800-MeV photons (from LAMPF) to produce neutrons for 
scattering experiments. But do you.know how we do it? This article explains the basics of 
spallation and compares it to fission, ~4 diktkses some bgsic,target neutronics. 
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I. WHAT IS .SPALLATION? 
. .,‘. 

i 

Spallatbn refers to nu+ar’ieaqtions that occur when ener@tic particles (for e‘xample, protons, neutrons, 
or pions) interact with an atomic nucleus. AtLANSCE, energetic (8OO.MeV) protons hit a tungsten 
target; at 100 @, this amounts to 6.24 x 1014 protons per second striking the target. HoweQer, to 
illustrate the spallation process, we will describe the reactions that follow tihen d$y & 8@-MeV 
proton, a primary particle, hits a target nucleus. :. 

As shown in Fig. 1, spailation can be thought of as a two-stage process. In the first stage, the primary 
particle reacts with nucleons--neutrons and protons--inside the nucleus. The reactions that follow create 
an intranuclear cascade of high-energy (greater than 20 MeV) protons, neutrons, and pions within the 
nucleus. During the.intranu&~~cascade, some of these energetic hudrons escape as secondary particles. 
Others deposit thec kinetic ,nergy,,b the nucleus leaving it in an excited state. In the ,sFond stage 
(nuclear de-excitation), eGqoration.@kes place yhen.&e excit@,‘nucleus relaxes by emitting low-energy 
(less than 20 MeV) neutrons, pr@@ns, alpha pax-tide!.,- et&,-tith the majority of the p-qticles being 
neutrons. The low-energy.‘rieu_&ons produced duri$ nuclear’de-excitation are important in a. spallation 
source because tiei can ‘be moderated (reduced) to even lower energies for use,as research probes. After 
evaporation, the nucleus that remains may be r@q~&ive and may,emit%gamma rays: ’ 

Secondary high-energy particles produced dMrig thk intraklear cascade move roughly in the ‘same 
direction as that of the incident proton and can collide with other nuclei in the target. The reactions that 
follow are a series of secondary spallation reactions -(see Fig. .2) that generate more secondary particles 
and low-energy neutrons. The so-called hudronic cascade is the accumulation of all reactions caused by 
primaryandsecondaryparticlesinatarget. 
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,. 
If the target is -very heavy (for example, depl&ed uraniUti or led), high-energy-fission can compete with 
evaporation during nuclear de-excitation (see Fig. 3). Even more fission events can occur ‘ii fissile 
targets such as BXJ or 23sU. 
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I Figure 2. Secondary particles (neutrons, protons, and pions) 
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from rk innanuclear cascade go on to induce further spallation 
Evaporation 1 reactions. Tk hadronic cascade is tk accumulation of reactions 

caused by primary plus secondary particles. 
Figure I. Tk primary particle 
(BOO- MeV trroton) hits tk tungsten 

nucleus, inducing spallation ” 
(the intranuclear cascade and 
evaporation). 
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Figure 3. When a depleted uranium target is bombarded by 80044eVprotons. high-energyfission 
competes with evaporation during nuclear de-excitation. More neutrons are emittedfrom high-energy 
fission than from evaporation. The neutrons emittedfrom high-energy fusion and evaporation can go 
on to induce more fission events. 
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II. ‘HOW DOES SPALLATION DIFFER FROM FISSION? 

Spallation and fission differ in several ways. One difference is in the nuclear debris remaining after the 
reactions. Predicted yields of spallation products from a lO-cm-diameter by 30-cm-long machineable 
tungsten target, bombarded on axis by 800 MeV protons, are depicted in Fig. 4. Note in Fig. 4 the 
more-or-less continuous distribution of spallation products down to mass number 120, the symmetric 
high-energy fission products in the mass range 60 to 120, and the spallation and high-energy fission 
products below mass 60. Spallation products below mass 60 come from the iron and nickel in 
machineable tungsten. Machineable tungsten used for the LANSCE targets has a density of 18.3 
gm/cm3, and is composed of 97.0 w% tungsten, 2.1 w% nickel, and 0.9 w% iron. In fission, the 
nucleus divides into two, producing a variety of fission products (see Fig. 3). 

Another difference between spallation and fission is in the number of neutrons released. The overall 
number of neutrons released per fission event (about 2.5) is considerably less than that released per 
spallation event; about 13 neutrons for each incident proton are released from the LANSCE target (See 
Fig. 5). Furthermore, at least one of the 2.5 neutrons produced by fission is useless for neutron 
scattering--it is needed to sustain the fission reaction. 

Spallation and fission also differ in other ways: 

9 in the amount of energy &posited per neutron produced 

For fission, about 180 MeV of energy is deposited as heat for each neutron produced; for spallation in 
tungsten, the corresponding number is about 32 MeV. Although there is less heat generated with 
spallation, the intensity of the proton beam at a high-power spallation source can lead to cooling 
problems--equivalent to those of a high-power reactor source--in windows and targets, unless special 
care is taken. 

l in the amount of gamma-ray energy produced 

At LANSCE, about 2 MeV of gamma-ray energy is emitted for each neutron produced; about 12 MeV is 
released per fission event. Because spallation neutron sources do not produce as much gamma-ray 
energy as equivalent reactor sources, gamma-ray heating and contamination of neutron beams are less 
problematic. 

4 in the energy distribution of the em&cd neutrons 

Spallation neutrons have higher energies than fission neutrons (see Fig. 6). In a spallation source, high- 
energy cascade neutrons approach the energy of the incident proton (800 MeV at LANSCE). High- 
energy neutrons are extremely penetrating as well as being useless for neutron scattering. Well-designed 
shielding is needed to prevent high-energy neutrons from causing unwanted background in experiments. 

III. HOW DOES SPALLATION TARGET DESIGN AFFECT NEUTRON YIELD? 

The objective in designing a spallation target is to increase the leakage of low-energy neutrons and to 
decrease the leakage of high-energy neutrons from the target. Low-energy neutrons that leak from the 
target are potentially useful because suitable materials can reduce their speed (by factors of 10’ to 1010) 
to produce pulsed neutron beams useful for research in materials science and nuclear physics. 
Fortunately, low-energy neutrons from the hadronic cascade outnumber the high-energy neutrons (see 
Fig. 7). 
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800-MeV Protdn Bombardment of a 
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Figure 4. Calculated spallation product yields for 8OWfeVprotons on machineable tungsten. 
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Figure 5. Illustration of the LANSCE split-target. 
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1. - .. ,Comparisonl of Fission a.nd -Spa:lMion :.I.: -’ ‘: : 

Neutron Productions . .. : : -:. ‘_ y . 
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Figure 6. Neutron production from fission (0) and from spallation (m). 
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Figure 7. Neutron production from reactions caused by the primary proton (0) and the secondary particles f d in 
LANSCE tungsten-target nuclei. About &SIG of the total neutrons produced are low energy, and about 60% of the 
low-energy neutrons are produced by primary protons. 

*nlp=neutron.slincidenl proton 



Three primary variables can affect the number of low-energy neutrons produced by a target: 
l the energy of incident protbns, 
l the target material, and 
l the target geometry. 

Energy of incident protons 
As the energy of protons incident on a spallation target increases, the number and energy of neutrons 
produced increase. Figure 8 illustrates this effect. 

Target material 
For spallation neutron sources, practical target materials are lead, tantalum, tungsten, depleted uranium, 
and lead/bismuth. The calculated low-energy neutron leakages for most of these target materials having 
the same dimensions of the LANSCE target are as follows: 

lead 11.9 
tantalum 12.7 
tungsten 13.1 
depleted uranium (dilute) 19.4 
depleted uranium (solid) 21.4 

Compared to tungsten, a depleted uranium target designed to operate at 100 pA of 800-MeV protons 
must be clad to contain fission products and must be segmented more to affect target cooling. Cladding 
and coolant materials make the target dilute and do not produce as many neutrons as the target itself; 
therefore, the number of neutrons for the dilute depleted uranium target is lower than the solid depleted 
uranium target. 

Neutrons leaking from solid split-targets of tungsten and depleted uranium are compared in Fig. 9. 
Neutrons emerging from a tungsten target are biased towards lower energies; these neutrons can be 
moderated more effectively for neutron scattering experiments. 

The total neutron yield of a pulsed spallation source is not the only feature of the source that interests 
neutron scatterers. For accurate experiments, short pulses and low backgrounds between pulses are also 
important. Therefore, depending on the application, a fissile target (which produces more delayed fission 
neutrons between pulses than say tungsten) may not be the best choice. 

Target geometry 
The number of low-energy neutrons produced depends on the size of the spallation target. For example, 
in Fig. 10, the number of low-energy neutrons increases with target diameter and reaches an asymptotic 
value of about 20 neutrons/incident proton (n/p) at a diameter of about 50 cm for a 30-cm-long tungsten 
target bombarded with 800-MeV protons. Neutron leakage from the same target reaches a maximum 
value of about 15 to 16 n/p at a 20-cm diameter. 

Varying the target size also changes the energy and time distribution of neutrons that leak from a target. 
Small targets yield more high-energy neutrons than large targets, and the change in time distribution is 
important in some applications (for example, nuclear physics research) in which very short neutron 
pulses are required. 



Cylindrical Tungsten Target (10 cm diam by 200 cm long) 

8ombarded on Axis by a Point Source of Protons 
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Figure 8. Production of low-ener (e) neurons for a cylindrical tungsten tarpet (IO-cm diam 
by 200-cm length). The length of 
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Figure 9. Low-energy neutron leakage from tungsren (0) andfrom deplered uranium (4 split targets, both bom- 
barded by 80044eV protons. More low-energy neutrons leak from the tungsten target than from the depleted 
uranium target. 
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IV. SUMMARY. ‘- i ‘_‘ 

Spallation is a method ofproducing neutrons for materials science research. Contrasted to fission, 
spallation differs inthe following ways: a) fin the nuclear debris remaining after the reactions, b) in the 
amount of energy deposited per neutron produced; c) in the amount of gamma-ray energy .produced; and 
d) in the energy distribution of the emitted neutrons. 

The energy of incident protons and the target material and geometry affect the number of neutrons 
produced..More importantly, these factors also influence the energy and spatial distribution_ of neutrons 
leaking from the target. Figure 11 Xustrates the difference in spectra of neutrons produced in the target 
and those that leak from the target. This.difference occurs because the target can be viewed as a 
moderator that reduces the energy of neutrons produced. For hydrogen and other moderating materials, 
the lower the energy of neutrons leaking from the target, the more readily these materials can moderate 
neutrons to energies suitable for neutron scattering experiments. 
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Cylindrical Tungsten Targets (30 cm long) 

Bombarded on Axis by a Point Source of 800-MeV Protons 
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Figure IO. L.ow-energy (t 20 MeV) neutron producdon and leakage from machineabk tungsten targels bombarded 
by 800-MeVprotons. 

Comparison of Neutron Production an’d Leakage from 

LANSCE Tungsten Split-Target Bombarded by 800~MeV Protons 
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Figure 11. Spectra for neutron production (4 and neutron leakage (e) from the LANXE target. 
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